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Think FAST to stop a stroke 
BY LISA JAFFE HUBBELL • POSTED SEPTEMBER 14 2010 AT 6:50 PM 

When Patricia Neal died in August, every obituary mentioned the Academy Award-winning movie star’s 

incredible recovery from a series of strokes in the mid-1960s. At the time, there wasn’t much you could do 

to treat a stroke but intensive rehabilitation. Now there are treatments. The problem is recognizing the 

symptoms of a stroke and getting to the hospital quickly enough to receive them. 

About 800,000 Americans suffer strokes 

each year and many of them don’t get brain 

saving treatment in time. With stroke, every 

second counts; every second that you wait 

to call 911 means brain cell death that can’t 
be recovered – an average of 1.9 million 

neurons lost for each minute in which 

stroke is untreated according to one study. 

But there is a simple way to recognize that 

you or someone around you might be 

having a stroke – the FAST acronym. That 

stands for Face, Arms, Speech, and Time, 

explains Brian Silver, MD, a neurologist at 

Henry Ford Medical Center in Detroit and a 

spokesperson for the American Heart 

Association. 

FAST was developed in 1998 and has been validated as a quick and accurate tool for identifying stroke, 

Silver says. Even kids can understand the key warning signs: 

* Face: Symptoms include one corner of the mouth drooping. Ask the person to smile. If it resembles one 

you had the last time you had dental work, there may be a problem. 

* Arm: Symptoms include one arm not reaching as high as the other, or one arm drifting when the person is 

asked to raise his or her arms. 

* Speech: Symptoms include slurring and difficulty repeating a sentence. 

* Time: These symptoms are serious and it’s time to call 911. 

If you have or see these symptoms, call 911 immediately, says Dawn Kleindorfer, MD, a professor of 

Neurology at the University of Cincinnati School of Medicine and part of the Cincinnati/Northern Kentucky 

Stroke team. “When a stroke is beginning, the more time that goes by, the more brain dies,” she says. In 

addition, the main treatment, tissue plasminogen activator (tPA) has to be given within three hours of the 

onset of stroke. The farther along that timeline it’s given, the less helpful the drug is, and after that period of 

time it can even be dangerous. 

Some people find it easy to dismiss some of the FAST symptoms. Maybe you slept funny and that’s why 

your arm is numb, Kleindorfer says. Maybe you think you’re just tired and that’s why you can’t talk right. 

Even if other symptoms – vertigo and severe headaches are also common symptoms – many people don’t 
get to the hospital quickly. 

Other people don’t want to seem foolish. Some call a friend or relative, and then maybe their doctor, who 

may or may not call back quickly. Still, others may fear the cost of an ambulance ride. The stroke itself can 

addle one’s brain into denying there’s a problem. “I had one patient recently whose teenage daughter 

wanted to call 911,” she recalls. “The mom insisted nothing was wrong even though she was paralyzed and 

lying on the floor. She told her daughter if she made the call, she’d be grounded.” Happily, the girl made the 

call and the woman made a complete recovery and now runs marathons. 

The sad thing is that only 3-4% of patients come in quickly enough to get tPA – and that’s double what it 

was a few years ago. The key is education – knowing what to look for and that it’s better to be sent home 

with nothing wrong than to die or be permanently disabled by a stroke. 

The future holds more potential treatments. It’s possible there will be a longer window for using tPA in the 

future, and Kleindorfer says there are combination drug treatments in trial. There’s also a newer treatment 

called the MERCI retriever which is threaded through blood vessels to remove the clot that triggered the 

stroke. While this may create an eight hour treatment window for some patients, it’s still urgent to recognize 

symptoms and call 911. FAST. 

CONNECT THE DOTS 

* Find the nearest stroke center through the American Stroke Association. 
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2 COMMENTS 

* GE has an award winning stroke awareness program. 

* Current treatment options are available through the American Heart Association. 
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 education Stroke Stroke Warning Signs Symptoms

Sharon London  

Really great article. Thanks for the tips. 

Posted September 15 2010 AT 12:22 pm 

Ted Clark  

Great reminder on stroke, particularly FAST, the proven way to remember the signs and 

symptoms.  

The Massachusetts Department of Public Health’s award-winning campaign emplos FAST, too. 

Watch/download the 3-minute FAST video – and print out your own copies of the FAST posters, 

wallet cards, and brochures, for free, here: 
http://www.MAClearinghouse.com/CatalogPageHDSP.htm 

Posted September 15 2010 AT 2:33 pm 
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Your comment needs to be approved by the site owner before it will 

appear. Thanks for your patience. If you have any questions, please read 

GE's Blogging Policy. 
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